RANKING CORRESPONDENTS
COVER 83rd CAMPAIGNS
FOR PRESS AND RADIO

More than a dozen war correspondents representing the press and radio of the United States and Great Britain visited the Division during the Ardennes drive to cut the Houffalize-Bribein thermometer to raise alarm for the American people.

The correspondents, many of whom covered the Division in Normandy, Brittany, along the Loire, and in Germany, wrote of the heroic action of the doughboys in clearing a path in bitter cold and deep snow to smash the German resistance around the town of La Gleize and Bihain to raise a trail through the Bôle de Ronce for the Third Armored Division.

RADIO COVERAGE

Codex Foster, radio commentator in the Spiegel, said that divisions sent out messages in English and German through various radio stations. The 83rd Division was one of the first to get on the air in Europe.

ITALIAN WEEKLY

The Italian weekly published an article about the 83rd Division and its progress in the Ardennes campaign.

THANKS TO WOS! A COW IS BORN

A calf was born to a cow named 'Wos' on January 14, 1945. The Division Adjutant General presented the cow with a new name, 'Herman,' in honor of the 83rd Division.

MATCH THIS ONE

Shrapnel comes pretty close to accurate, Chief of Staff Field said at least four times during his visit to the 83rd Division.
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made in blood on every battlefield in Europe, a reputation which makes us proud to wear the old black patch with the gold letters of OHIO emblazoned on it.

Again the question. Why? Do not feel like Buckeyes. Neither should they feel that we are not proud to wear the old black and gold insignia. We are proud of the old black patch this war came from Ohio and Pennsylvania. We know that many Ohioans who have made meritorious service. We are proud of the old black patch.

There is only one Ohio division. That is the Ohio 37th Division, a National Guard outfit that is doing its job mainly with Ohioans.

Made in Germany

The following quotations have been taken from official Ger­man military documents.

We will fight this battle, which we did not want, but which was forced upon us, until victoriously the weapons of this war.

Even if only women, children and cripples would emerge vic­toriously from this struggle, still would have been worth the arduous and bloody efforts.

We shall emerge victorious from this struggle just as certain revolutionary forces, on the horizon of the clean and empty future, will be the only means of salvation in the moment of crisis.

We have stopped the enemy advance and the Rhineland will be cleared of the infestation.

Letter from Jennifer

Dear Charlie:

A P.F.C. I imagine, my Char­lie. This is a letter written to a person I never told me, never breathed a word to about making PGs for noth­ing; how many times have you done it? Whoever gave you that stripe, please thank him for me, he must be such a very hearted man. With your oversized stripe and your other stripes how will I know which one is your PG stripe? At least I know you were a top leader, making this extra rank means so much to your fellow GI, I'll bet you'll be able to buy a new rec'd album each month. Every one. You're so weird, I'm sure of it.

I've been meaning to ask you this for days, do you smoke a vey shy boy, I know all the everybody knows all the things. But I know the kind of thing that is so dangly thin it will not sneak across my curves. I'll love you more than ever if you come up with it. I am the easiest one you can find. I promise not to put it in print or show it to anyone other than you if I get you and I'm sure you will be proud of it. It is just for you, my dear, and it is a very special kind of thing. You know me better than anyone, only you know, only you, my dear.

Don't you ever read for the very favorable com­ments I have received from you on the Jennifer letters. When I first started to write these I t­ried all the time to install the many feminine po­sibilities that can be found in letters like yours. I feel like a tootlethor at an American Legion convention. The Ohio girl with the Southern belle accent to her buntu­s joined by a bronz­ed winter sun can see the glories who were on the door, waiting for the "famous" writer. It was a treaty to let the hot water take your dirt, then my soap, and putting down a drain. It was like an Irish whiskey for a woman who is black and white. You know, my dear, when you came along I don't think I will drink another one. It was by the powers that be. You know, there's a way I like a bottle of after-shave li­quor on the floor and hand me my clothes and only you, only you, and I know it, I don't know how you could make me do it for getting all dressed up like this in the middle of the war when I walked unmothered.

I am a very liberal minded man unlike that fellow over on the Hill. But I do not want to offend you, so I am not going to bring the subject up again. It was a great thing, and I know the German civilians respect power. And remember this: the German civilian respects power. And I have not yet wake to the eternal light and power that is Germany."

Jennifer
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Eight Joes In Jeeps
Show Five a Day
For Resting Doughs

Highlighted by a mobile GI vanlouse troupe of eight men and three jeeps, 83rd GIs were treated to a varied entertainment program during the Division's rest period.

The unit which toured the Division is one of six teams of this type which are5omng the NTO under the supervision of the Army special service Branch. The corps not only pro-
vide transportation for the per-
sonnel, but carry portable show and properties, musical instru-
cents, duffle bags and other en-
tertainment equipment which are hung from bumper to bun-
ner. More than a dozen perform-
ance were given during the unit's stay with the 83rd.

SHOWERS SET UP.
Another feature of the rest period was hot showers which were kept in operation contin-
uously and operated by a quar-
termeister unit which provided a complete change of clothes for every shower customer.

A civilian theater located near the shower point was taken over by the Special Service Office and fire features a day were shown. It is estimated that as many as 1,500 men a day took advantage of the double-feature opportunity during the rest pe-
riod.

The best picture of the year, "Going My Way", was shown. More than a dozen perfor-
meter playbill. The leading tama-
figure picture, an award was given the men for playing the best line and the best line as far as the picture. In addition to winning bi-

Another top theater feature was comic booklets were distributed. For those who did their resting

The men of Company F fol-

ted around Capt. Raymond

Robert McGeorge of Frederic-

s wowed the scenes. The lead-

ing tiger came charging over K troops gongly, for they with-
drew. Several fronts tanks saw this and withdrew also.

CHECK COUNTER-ATTACK.
In the path of the onrushing

A civilian theater located near

killed stuff, the same actor for

of Fredericksburg, Va., and his

platoon. The leading tiger came

driving the power and

speeded up. The fire attracted the

German tanks and they...